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More Buying Choice 1 new from $26.99 13 is used from $13.49 These highly effective, literature-based critical thinking activities develop the analysis, synthesis, and vocabulary skills students need for an exceptional understanding of reading. This 208-page work book is particularly effective in helping students in grades 7-8 understand complex critical
reading concepts such as conclusions, conclusions, cause and effect, use contextual clues to determine vocabulary, and predict and generalize. Students read and analyze excerpts from short literature and short stories that include fiction and non-fiction genres. They then answer questions with several answers and short answers, citing evidence of a
proposal to support their answers. Concepts and Skills Covered include: Literary Analysis Skills and Identify Vocabulary using context keys - Recognize figurative language - Identify the basic idea, supporting details, and theme - Recognise literary devices - Identify the elements of history: theme, Plot, Setting and CharactersReading Detective® B1 includes
the following genres: Award-winning Literary Excerpts - Cay - Sparrow Hawk Red - El Gero - Moon at night - The Giver - Under the Blood Red Sun - View from Saturday - The Trolleyceros Face - Bronze BowStories and Articles - Mystery - Humor - Inventions - Sport 7-8 (B1) level include mixed skills throughout. All levels provide an introductory lesson for
each skill. Includes preliminary tests, after testing, lesson recommendations, and answers with detailed evidence. Reading and literary analysis skills are based on class level standards. These highly effective, literature-based critical thinking develop the analytical, synthesizing and vocabulary skills students need to understand reading exceptionally. This
208-page work book is particularly effective in helping students in grades 7-8 understand complex critical reading concepts such as conclusions, conclusions, cause and effect, use contextual clues to determine vocabulary, and predict and generalize. Students read and analyze excerpts from short literature and short stories that include fiction and non-fiction
genres. They then answer questions with several answers and short answers, citing evidence of a proposal to support their answers. Concepts and skills covered include: Literary Analysis Skills and Identify The Dictionary Stock through Context Keys , Recognize the figurative language of Recognize the basic idea, supporting details, and the theme of
Recognize literary devices Identify elements of history: theme, plot, setting, and symbols of Cheryl Block's Stock Image; Carrie Beckwith; Margaret Hockett; David White Posted Critical Co (2001) ISBN 10: 0894557688 ISBN 13: 9780894557682 New Softcover Number Available: 1 Seller: Irish Booksellers (Portland, ME, ME, Seller Rating Rating: Book
Description Critical Thinking Co., 2001. Condition: New. Susan Giacometti (illustrator). Book. Seller Inventory - M0894557688 For more about this seller Contact this seller These highly effective, literature-based critical thought activities develop the analysis, synthesis and vocabulary skills students need for an exceptional understanding of reading. This 208page work book is particularly effective in helping students in grades 7-8 understand complex critical reading concepts such as conclusions, conclusions, cause and effect, use contextual clues to determine vocabulary, and predict and generalize. Students read and analyze excerpts from short literature and short stories that include fiction and non-fiction
genres. They then answer questions with several answers and short answers, citing evidence of a proposal to support their answers. Concepts and Skills Covered include: Literary Analysis Skills and Identify Vocabulary using Context Keys - Recognize Figurative Language - Identify the basic idea, supporting details, and theme - Recognize literary devices Identify elements of history: theme, Plot, Setting, and CharactersReading Detective® B1 includes the following genres: Award-winning Literary Excerpts Under the Blood Red Sun - View From Saturday - Trolleybus on Yesterday - How a Rhino Got Its Skin From Just So History - Face to Face - Bronze Luke and Articles - Mystery - History - Adventures - The
Adventures of The New York Times - Science - Mathematics - Geography - Geography - History - Includes preliminary tests, after testing, lesson recommendations, and answers with detailed evidence. Reading and literary analysis skills are based on class level standards. Kathy Duffy 101 Best Picks for Homeschool Curriculum Creative Child Magazine Smi
of the Year Award Unofficial Education Products Product of the Year Learning® Teacher Choice Magazine Awards Mensa Featured Materials for Gifted National Parent Center Print Approval Reading Detective® guarantees maximum performance on evaluation tests, Including: Stanford Test Achievements™ (SAT/10) California Achievement Test (CAT/6)
Florida State Assessment (FSA) Iowa Basic Skills Tests® (ITBS®) High School Admissions Test (SSAT) Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) Palmetto Assessment Challenge Challenge (PACT) New York State English Language Arts (ELA) Test Louisiana Educational Assessment Program (LEAP) Texas Knowledge and Skills Assessment
(TAKS) Ohio Profession Test Kansas State Assessment North Carolina End Class Tests North Carolina Competence Tests Arizona Performance Standards (AIMS) Indiana State Educational Progress Test (ISTEP) Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) (SOL) I don't go to the Connecticut Mastery Test (CMT) Minnesota
Comprehensive Assessment (MCA) California Standardized Testing and Reporting (STAR) and more! Please note: This e-book will only work on windows® OS at this time. A mac OS X version will be available soon. These highly effective, literature-based critical thinking develop the analytical, synthesizing and vocabulary skills students need to understand
reading exceptionally. This 208-page work book is particularly effective in helping students in grades 7-8 understand complex critical reading concepts such as conclusions, conclusions, cause and effect, use contextual clues to determine vocabulary, and predict and generalize. Students read and analyze excerpts from short literature and short stories that
include fiction and non-fiction genres. They then answer questions with several answers and short answers, citing evidence of a proposal to support their answers. Concepts and Skills Covered include: Literary Analysis Skills and Identify Vocabulary using context keys - Recognize figurative language - Identify the basic idea, supporting details, and theme Recognise literary devices - Identify the elements of history: theme, Plot, Setting and CharactersReading Detective® B1 includes the following genres: Award-winning Literary Excerpts - Cay - Sparrow Hawk Red - El Gero - Moon at night - The Giver - Under the Blood Red Sun - View from Saturday - The Trolleyceros Face - Bronze BowStories and Articles Mystery - Humor - Inventions - Sport 7-8 (B1) level include mixed skills throughout. All levels provide an introductory lesson for each skill. Includes preliminary tests, after testing, lesson recommendations, and answers with detailed evidence. Reading and literary analysis skills are based on class level standards. Our e-books are electronic versions of the
pages of the book that you can print on any paper printer. You can immediately download the e-book from my account under my Downloadable Products and find a serial key to activate the e-book under my serial numbers after placing the order. Please note: This e-book will only work on windows® OS at this time. A mac OS X version will be available soon.
Write the Review Using Higher Order Thinking to improve Reading Understanding Detective Standards based on critical thinking activities to develop analysis, synthesis and vocabulary skills students need an exceptional understanding of reading. Interventions are particularly effective in helping students understand more complex concepts of reading, such
as conclusions, conclusions, cause and effect, and use of tips to determine vocabulary. Students read and analyze excerpts from short literature and short stories that include fiction and non-fiction genres. Then they respond to several options and questions, citing evidence of a verdict in support of their answers. Each playable book contains: goals,
preliminary tests and post-tests, lesson recommendations, 50 interventions, a glossary of terms and responses that include evidence and detailed explanations of evidence. Reading and literary analysis skills are based on class level standards. The grades 7-8 (B1) level includes mixed skills throughout and provides an introductory lesson for each skill. View
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